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This paper presents a cost-reductive communication
schema for distributed multi-agent environments con-
taining mobile agents. Communication cost reduction is
achieved by employing autonomous mobile mailbox as
a message-relay system component. Beneficial modes
of mobile mailbox behavior are identified under various
operational conditions. A mobile mailbox model is
proposed and simulation conducted in order to verify its
usability.
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1. Introduction
Collaboration among participating agents pre-
sents the key concept in most multi-agent sys-
tems  1. High level inter-agent communication
utilizes standardized message formats, interac-
tion protocols and ontologies  10, but still re-
lies on low-level network communication me-
chanisms. Message passing in distributed en-
vironments, where communicating entities do
not change their positions over time, is a well-
studied issue. On the other hand, effective
and efficient communication in an agent society
containing mobile entities  2 3 requires a dif-
ferent approach as difficulties may be encoun-
tered both in tracking target agent’s location and
in reliable message delivery.
Various schemas have been proposed in order
to tackle described problems, involving trade-
offs with respect to desirable communication
properties  7. Proposed location-tracking me-
chanisms vary from Broadcast/Multicast sche-
mes efficient in local networks, Hierarchical
schemes suitable for special-purpose networks,
more general centralized Central-server and
Home-object schemes involving the risk of be-
coming a performance bottleneck, and For-
warding-pointer scheme, where central loca-
tion registry was avoided at the cost of pos-
sible multiple message forwarding  5. Other
schemes were also proposed and analyzed, in-
cluding Blackboard and Email, where messages
are temporarily stored in a mailbox or black-
board, and relayed tocollected by the receiving
agent  4.
In  6 7, a mobile mailbox-based message de-
livery scheme was proposed, where mailbox,
detached from its owner agent, temporarily sto-
res incoming messages. The agent pulls its
mailbox to retrieve messages and controls its
current location. Message delivery cost re-
duction can be achieved, compared to direct
communication, as a consequence of mailbox
message-to-mobility MMR ratios higher than
agent’s MMR. The proposed solution presumes
a non-autonomous mailbox, where mailbox mi-
gration decisions are made by the owning agent.
In this paper, we introduce an autonomous mo-
bile mailbox-based scheme for communication
cost reduction in agent societies containing mo-
bile agents. Schema’s cost reduction relies
not only on lower mailbox message-to-mobility
rates, but also on autonomous discovery of
near- optimal message relay locations. We
also analyze performances of different com-
munication schemas and propose their adaptive
usage according to different communication en-
vironment operational conditions.
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2. Communication Model
We observe a scenario in which there are seve-
ral “static” sender agents and a single mobile
“receiver” agent in the system. This scenario
can easily be scaled to cases with more than one
mobile receiver present in the system. A sim-
plifying assumption is employed that all content
messages are of the same size and control mes-
sages 1 q of the content message size. In order
to ensure message delivery among system com-
ponents, only reliable communication schemes
are employed  8. Performances of three dis-
tinct mailbox migration strategies are analyzed
under different operational conditions and their
results are compared. Collocated mailbox mi-
gration strategy presumes a mailbox traveling
simultaneously with the owner agent, imply-
ing direct sender-receiver agent communica-
tion. Fixed-location mailbox strategy considers
a mailbox with initially assigned location, with-
out the ability to migrate. Mobile mailbox me-
diated communication involves an autonomous
mobile mailbox with the goal of relaying mes-
sages, while reducing overall communication
cost.
A system model was built in MATLAB in order
to evaluate system execution behavior given va-
rious environment parameter values. The result
of each calculation is the average price of deli-
vering a single data message from sender static
agent to receiver mobile agent. The follow-
ing model parameters were used:
  cmsg – average message delivery cost
between sender and receiver
  q – ratio between single content and control
message delivery costs q  1
  s – number of message sources in the system
  τ – average time period between two
adjacent message pulls from mailbox
  µA – mobile agent migration ratio
  µMB – mailbox migration ratio
  λ – average number of messages sent in the
system per unit time period
  ηA – agent message to migration ratio
  ηMB – mailbox message to migration ratio
The following atomic communication costswere
identified in the schemas used, assuming that
messages are pulled from mailbox more fre-
quently thanmailbox ismigrating τ  1 µMB:
Cost of transferring one data message from
sender to mailbox or agent:
csend  cmsg 1
Cost of an agent pulling all of currently avail-
able messages in the mailbox:
cpull  cmsg 
q  cmsg  1  e λ τ
λ τ 2
Cost of an agent finding a new mailbox location:
cMBLoc 
4  q  cmsg
λ τ 3
Cost ofmailbox or agent resynchronizationwith
senders on each location change:
cresync 
3  q  cmsg  s
ηMB A 4
Cost of mailbox migration:
cMBMove  cmsg 
  1




 n  1 
n  1  n
2  µMB  τ

n  floor τ  µMB
5
Cost of updating current mailbox or agent posi-




Collocated mailbox communication costs con-
sist of agent-sender resynchronization on each
agent location change 4, cost of transferring a
message from sender to agent 1 and the cost of
updating home object with current agent loca-
tion 6. Fixed-locationmailbox costs consist of
the cost required to send a message from sender
to mailbox 1 and the cost of agent pulling
messages from the mailbox 2. Mobile mail-
box location costs include all six listed types of
costs.
Figure 1 and 2 depict the message transfer costs
for systems with 10 and 100 sources, µA µMB
ratio of 10 and average effective message trans-
fer cost for mobile mailbox schema lowered to
34 of the standard average cost. In Figure 1
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it can be observed that the range of ηA values,
for which mobile mailbox schema is the best
communication option, is bounded both from
below and above. This value range is fairly
short, but does extend much further than the
value range covered by fixed-position mailbox
schema. With the increased number of message
sources Figure 2 both lower and upper bound
are moved to higher ηA values and the value
range are extended, still bounded from above.
The lower bound of the effective mobile mail-
box schema is controlled by adjusting the
µA µMB ratio and the upper bound is controlled
by the parameter k value cef f  k  cmsg,
0  k  1. As an independent and resource-
bounded entity, mobile mailbox has only a re-
stricted means of influencing its environment.
Of all the mentioned model parameters, only
µMB can be explicitly controlled by the mobile
mailbox. The value of µMB parameter is nec-
Fig. 1. Schema communication costs, 10 message sources.
Fig. 2. Schema communication costs, 100 message sources.
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essary to be adjusted according to the observed
τ values. Parameter k can be controlled im-
plicitly, by choosing the most promising next
mailbox position i.e. reducing average mes-
sage transfer costs based on future source ac-
tivity predictions or, if advantageous, switching
to alternative migration schemas collocated or
fixed-location schema.
3. Autonomous Mobile Mailbox
In order to confirm numerical analysis results
and test possible approaches to lowering the
average message transmission cost i.e. useful
migration strategies, a dedicated simulator was
built using the Java programming language.
3.1. Communication Environment
Communication environment was modeled as
follows:
  H  fhi j i  1 ng – the set of hosts in the
network
  A  fai j i  1 mg – the set of sender agents
  T  fcij j i j  1 ng – symmetrical matrix
representing associated message-transfer
costs between network nodes fully con-
nected graph
  I  fij j j  1 mg – the set of host indices
representing the sender agents distribution
in the network
  R  frtg – the time-based vector set rep-
resenting the host indices, where the receiver
agent is located at certain times
  Λ  fλit j i  1 mg – the time-based
vector set representing the varying message
rates of sender agents
  Te – evaluation time period within which
the transfer costs will be calculated and a
decision about a mailbox’s possible imme-
diate migration will be given, based on the
message rate prediction. The message rate
within this period is considered constant.
  Th – horizon time period or “window of
opportunity in time” within which the rate
predictions can be considered accurate and
possible mailbox locations evaluated. It is
assumed that Th  n  Te, n  N.
Associated model costs are based on the model
given in section 2 of this paper. Model does not
make any assumptions on mobile agent behav-
ior.
Message transfer cost from sender to mailbox
in time interval  tiTe ti,where cipb represents
cost of transferring one message between host





cipb  λpti 7
Mailbox registration cost in synchronized push
model communication move from cipb to cipb :




2  cipb  cipb 8
Mailbox migration cost depending on a num-









Mailbox position update cost:
Chmreg  q  cbh 10
Message transfer cost from mailbox to agent
greedy pull:









Mailbox model is composed of several func-
tional modules Figure 3. Controller mod-
ule is responsible for control communication
and travel plan execution. Predictor module
is responsible for tracking history and predict-
ing future message source activities. Planner
module is responsible for itinerary planning.
Knowledge Base contains partial knowledge
of communication environment. MessageQueue
acts as a FIFO storage buffer for incoming mes-
sages.
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Fig. 3. Mobile mailbox model.
Mailbox bases its predictions of future sender
message rates purely on observations of past
sender behavior Predictor and knowledge of
the communication environment provided to the
mailbox Knowledge Base.
Employed prediction methods can be varied
from producing only next-time-period source
activities to producing long-range predictions
for the next Th time period. In the current
model, only the next immediate period is con-
sidered Tep  Th. As the mobile mailbox
is intended to present a lightweight, resource-
constrained system component, employed plan-
ning methods must be simple, but effective
enough, trading planning proficiency for lower
resource consumption.
We consider a moving window consisting of
message rates per unit time observed in each
of the last n time-units, and compute the value
in the next time period. As a trade-off be-
tween computationally light methods and sat-
isfying accurate predictions, an Extrapolated
straight line fit method was chosen. Value ob-
served in the most recent time unit, Weighted
average of the moving window and Random
value sampled from Poisson distribution me-
thods were also considered, but they lack abi-
lity to handle significant gradients in message
rates and the predictions are always “behind”
the current value since they summarise what has
already occurred. Reducing the cost of commu-
nication by planning optimal mailbox positions
during the course of system execution is the
task of the Planner module. On the basis of
the Predictor module output and the knowledge
of the communication environment, migration
plans are produced. Plan accuracy strongly
depends not only on the accuracy of the pre-
dictions used, but also on particular planning
methods employed. Reactive and proactive
planning methods were identified. The proac-
tive mailbox is employed to take advantage of
possible cost-reduction if message pull happens
at an appropriate time mailbox empty or con-
tains small number of messages. In this case,
the mailbox might be in a future better posi-
tion with a better capability to migrate further,
if necessary.
Due to mailbox lightweight nature, no secu-
rity mechanisms have been envisioned so far.
Message source authentication and content pro-
tection are the responsibility of both sending and
receiving agents. However, future deployment
of this communication scheme in untrusted en-
vironments may require some kind of authenti-
cation mechanism in order to prevent message
rate prediction manipulation and unauthorized
collection of stored messages.
3.3. Simulation and Results
A simulated system consists of n hosts and m
sender agents that are distributed randomly in
the network. Network edges are also randomly
generatedwithin givenmargins, bearing inmind
that lower or equal cost will occurr in di-
rect host connection, compared with the indi-
rect one. Agents’ message rates are simulated
by a periodic triangular function with different
periods. Dependency between a chosen set of
parameters and the competitiveness of a proac-
tive mailbox when compared with the system
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without mailbox, is the main goal of the simula-
tion. Competitiveness of the mailbox is defined
as a ratio between total costs incurred when a
proactive mailbox is used and total costs in the
system without the mailbox.
The following set of parameters is chosen:
  Total number of hosts: 10
  Total number of agents: 30
  Network costs cij   1 10
  Receiver agent mobility host residence time:
3 the receiver agent migrates every 3 time
units to the randomly chosen location
  Mailbox messages pulling period:
3 messages will be pulled every 3 time
units
  Message rate function amplitude:
2 max. 2 messages can be sent within con-
sidered time interval
  Th  Te
Figure 4 shows the dependency between com-
petitiveness and the range of network costs for
different host residence times of the receiver
agent. For the case of infinite residence time,
the mailbox is not beneficial, regardless of the
range of network costs. Inefficiency of themail-
box is clearly caused by the two-stage com-
munication process, because messages will be
propagated via more costly paths and cannot
be mitigated by the receiver agent’s registra-
tionderegistration costs, due to its static na-
ture. The mailbox is fairly efficient in case of
high agent’s migration frequency, especially if
the network heterogeneity is higher. The re-
ceiver agent often changes its location, which
generates high message delivery costs.
Figure 5 shows the dependency between com-
petitiveness of the mailbox and the message rate
amplitude of sender agents. It is evident that
the mailbox is inefficient for the homogeneous
network since there are no opportunities to miti-
gate the extra delivery costs introduced by the
two-stage communication effect. The mailbox
becomes efficient in case of higher mobility of
the receiver agent and lower message rates. In-
creasing the network heterogeneity, the usabi-
lity of the mailbox is still feasible, even with
increased host residence time of the receiver
agent, if the message rate amplitude is low.
Figure 6 shows the dependency between com-
petitiveness of the mailbox and the number of
hosts in the network. The mailbox’s efficiency
Fig. 4. Competitiveness for different Receiver Agent residence host times.
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Fig. 5. Competitiveness for different message rate amplitudes.
Fig. 6. Competitiveness for different numbers of hosts in the network.
is significantly influenced by the number of
hosts. In a network with fewer hosts, the mail-
box does not have enough opportunities to miti-
gate the effect induced by a two-stage commu-
nication process. In case of an increased hosts
number, the mailbox is offered more possibi-
lities to deliver messages at lower costs. In-
creased dispersion of message sources, caused
by the higher number of sender agents, will de-
crease the likelihood for the mailbox to be “too
far” from agents. This will result in a more
even message transfer cost over various posi-
tions of the mailbox. Accordingly, efficiency of
the mailbox will be less variable as the number
of sender agents increases and the graph will be
smoother.
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4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we analyzed performances of three
different communication schemes, based on re-
layed communication model, for multi-agent
systems containing mobile agents. An au-
tonomous mobile mailbox communication
schema was introduced as a means of commu-
nication cost reduction. Operational parameter
spaces were identified, for which each of the
schemas yields the lowest communication costs.
Cost reduction is a consequence of two impor-
tant methods a mailbox employs: short-term
on-the-fly prediction of future message source
activities based on past observations and of find-
ing near- optimal network locations for relay-
ing those messages. Based on the defined cost
model, simulation results showed the usability
of the mobile mailbox schema, especially in
networks of more heterogeneous host intercon-
nection costs.
As a future work plan to employ more sophis-
ticated heuristics-based mailbox location plan-
ning algorithms Th  n  Tep thus yielding
possibly higher cost savings, yet preserving the
computational requirements low. Also, we plan
to integrate such a communication schema as an
messaging facility into our mobile agent system
 9.
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